
User’s guide



I- Searching and viewing a specific PHROG 



you can take a look at the whole list of PHROGs

...select one by searching in its annotation

or browse by phrog number



Let’s have a look at the whole list of PHROGs :
The PHROG-Table



The PHROG table is a list of all PHROGs



For each PHROG the table will show the following headers : 

PHROG ID Host 
taxonomy

Average 
number of 

amino acids

Number of columns in 
the multiple sequence 

alignment

Number of 
proteins in the 

PHROG

Annotation 
term

The last 5 columns 
give annotation IDs 
and terms for 
RefSeq, Pfam, Gene 
Ontology, KEGG 
orthologous groups 
respectively.



Each column of this table is searchable



You can also find a PHROG with this menu



Write some text and search in the 
different terms or annotation
for example “lysozyme” in its Gene 
Ontology annotation



All PHROGs containing here “lysozyme” in its GO annotation 
are presented in a table similar to the whole list of PHROGs



When clicking on any PHROG ID, a summary page will 
appear, for instance, if PHROG_1 is selected...



You will also get the PHROG summary page 
when browsing by PHROG number



On each PHROG page, you will have the list of all proteins of the PHROG, with 
their NCBI ID, their NCBI annotation, name of their virus and its taxonomy



You will also find 4 tables with information on colocalizing PHROGs, families from PHROGs, PFAM that are similar to the 
current PHROG, with e-value, alignment position, pathways, the best scoring hit and the number of hits when possible

The annotations found in the NCBI proteins of this PHROG are listed in the fourth table 



The last two tables show KEGG orthologous groups and Gene Ontology terms from Uniprot proteins that are similar to 
the current PHROG, also with e-value, alignment position, pathways, the best scoring hit and the number of hits when 

possible



At the bottom of the page you will find the multiple sequence alignment of all proteins of the 
current PHROG, embedded in an interactive way, to allow you to scroll and move through it



For smaller PHROGs, an overview image of the multiple alignment is available, and 
allows you to zoom on a specific region on the alignment, here the region 

corresponds to the gray square (selected by a simple click, hold, glide and release)

Zoomed 
area



II- Searching and viewing a specific virus 



To view all information about a Virus, all you have to do 
is select one

you can take a look at the whole list of Viruses

or select one by searching with its ID or its name  



Let’s have a look at the whole list of viruses : 
The Virus-Table



The Virus table is a list of all viruses used for PHROGs



For each virus the table will show the following headers : 

(The remaining columns are self explanatory)

Virus ID

Description 
(full name)

Type of 
nucleic acid

Genome size 
in base pairs

Number of PHROGs 
that contain proteins 

from the current 
genome

Number of singleton 
proteins (that do not 

pertain to any PHROG)

Number of 
paralogue, 

duplicated, genes of 
this genome

Nucleic acid 
structure

Database of 
origin

Number of 
encoded 
proteins



When clicking on any Virus ID, a summary page will appear



You can also find a Virus with the search boxes 
here



With this search box, you will have a table listing 
all viruses with the given key word in their name 



For example, when searching “Lambda”, you will get the following table, with 
the same headers as the Virus-table



A summary phage will also appear when 
browsing for a Virus ID on the home page, for 

example if we search “NC_011048”...



The summary virus page is 
presented as follows, 

with...

A genomic map of the 
virus

And summary tables 
with information on the 
genome and all of its 
encoded proteins



You can zoom on the plot 
by scrolling or choosing a 
window to visualize

To get more information 
about a protein’s PHROG, 
click on its respective link

You can click on proteins 
to see the summary page 
of their PHROG



III- Finding your protein in PHROGs



If you have a protein from a reference phage that 
was used in PHROGs’ clustering, you can find it with 

this section of the home page



You can search your protein 
with its NCBI ID, or with its 

sequence



As a result you will have a table listing all the proteins with your ID, or sequence



IV- Downloadable files



On the home page it 
is possible to 

download FASTA, 
multiple alignments, 

HMMs and 
annotation files of all 

PHROGS

If you’re interested 
on the singleton 

proteins, you can also 
download their 

FASTA

Download the 
PHROG and Virus 

tables here 



On the 
documentation page 

it is possible to 
download custom 
PHROGs databases 

for both MMseqs and 
HHsuite



V- Suggestions and News pages



PHROG annotations are flexible, therefore, you can suggest changes if you have expertise on a specific protein family



Annotation changes will be reported on the News page, as well as other important updates



For more information, check out the Documentation page



That’s all folks !

Prokaryotic Virus Remote Homologous Groups (PHROG): clustering proteins from viruses of prokaryotes using remote 
homology detection.
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Report any bug to :  phrogs.lmge@listes.uca.fr


